
T@B 400 Lighting Gels
WARMING UP THE COOL WHITE LED FIXTURES IN YOUR NUCAMP T@B 400



We love our T@B, but those lights…
One of the things I like best about our new 2019 T@B 400 is the variety, quality, and energy efficiency of the various LED 
lighting fixtures throughout the camper. What I don’t like so much is the stark, overly-bright, “cool white” color temperature. I 
found it so unappealing that I actually avoided using the interior lights whenever possible, which of course defeats the 
purpose of having them in the first place. 

Rather than looking into replacing the fixtures themselves (or the LED boards within the fixtures) I first wanted to see if 
adding some lighting gels would do the trick. I’m guessing the color temperature of the factory LEDs to be somewhere 
around 7,000K, equal to a “cool white” light bulb. I was aiming more for the “warm white” look of an incandescent bulb which 
is around 2,800K, so I ordered a few 20” x 24” sheets of Rosco Cinegel #3411 3/4 CTO Filter from B&H Photo.

Each sheet is $6.95 and the least expensive shipping option was $9.95. Because I hate to pay more for shipping than for 
the item itself, because I didn’t have a good idea of how much material I’d actually need, and because I figured I’d botch up
a good number of bits experimenting, I ordered three sheets. Even with a couple of missteps, I was able to complete the 
entire camper with a single sheet with some left over. 

Initially I was surprised by the orange appearance and thought I’d gone too far in the warm direction, but once installed, the 
effect was quite pleasing, at least to my eye. If you’re looking for a subtler change, going with the #3408 1/2 CTO might 
work better for you but not having tried it myself, I can’t vouch for how that looks. 

These modifications have not been reviewed or approved by NuCamp and are not factory-authorized changes. As 
with any and all DIY modifications and repairs, you are responsible and liable. 
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You’ll Need Some Tools
The gel is easy enough to cut with scissors, but for the long, thin lengths of film needed for the various LED strips used in
the accent lighting, you’ll want to invest in a paper trimmer or at the very least a ruled cutting board and an X-acto knife. I 
used the Fiskars cutter I had for cutting photo paper and it worked very well. These trimmers are available on-line or from a 
craft store such as Jo-Ann, Michael’s, or Hobby Lobby.

Beyond that, you’ll need a ruler or 
measuring tape, scissors, pliers, wire 
strippers, crimpers, two blue (14-16 
gauge) crimp-type butt connectors, 
a #2 Phillips screwdriver, and some 
clear double-sided tape.  
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Dinette Light
The glass shade on the dinette light narrows down toward the top but there is a small lip that flares out at the very top and
acts as a “shelf” for the gel. I found a diameter of 1 ¾” works well and the gel just sits nicely in place on its own. 

LEDs generate significantly less heat than traditional incandescent bulbs, but this one gets very warm to the touch after a 
minute or two. That said, the gel itself it meant to be used with lighting fixtures capable of generating far more heat and can 
easily withstand what the LED can create. After several hours of (monitored) run time, there were no heat-related problems 
evident.  The photo below on the left shows the stock fixture; the gel insert is shown on the right. 
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Ceiling Light
Modifying the ceiling light requires the most skill and finesse of any of the fixtures. It has a blue LED in the middle and two 
white LED panels on either side. The number of white LEDs that light up increases with each button press to give low, 
medium, and high output. Cutting two 2 ¼” x 2 ¼” square gels will cover the frosted portions of each side. 

It is possible to add these gels without removing the fixture, though much harder on the neck and shoulders since you’ll be 
working overhead. I removed the fixture so that I could work on it at the dinette table. 

The light is attached with four #2 Phillips 
screws. Each screw has a chrome cap 
covering it that must first be removed to gain 
access to the screw head. These are friction 
fit caps and they’re pretty tight, so I used a 
pair of pliers to gently twist each one while 
pulling down. Be careful not to mar the chrome 
part of the fixture with the pliers. Loosen each 
screw and support the light fixture when 
removing the last one. The fixture is lightweight 
and can be left to gently dangle from the two 
wires feeding it once the last screw has been 
removed. 
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Ceiling Light
Once physically disconnected, you’ll need to cut both the black and the white wires, leaving enough length on each end to 
be able to splice them back together with crimp-on butt connectors. These are 12V lights so there is no substantive voltage 
running through these wires, and as long as you take care to cut the wires one at a time and prevent them from touching 
one another there should be no issues. That said, my 
strong recommendation is to remove the appropriate
fuses from the electrical panel before cutting 
anything and verify there is no power running to the
ceiling light.

On my camper, the first fuse is labeled “nuCamp Monitors
Step light” and the second is labeled “Inside Light.” In 
reality, the dinette, ceiling, and bed fixtures were on the 
first circuit, and the accent and countertop lights were on 
the second. 

If the thought of cutting into the wiring or working with
even low voltage electricity gives you the heebie-jeebies, 
either get help from a friend or resign yourself to getting 
a bit of a neck ache and inserting the gels with the 
fixture still in place.
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Ceiling Light
Next, cut two 2 ¼” square gels, one for each side of the fixture. The frosted portion of the lens has rounded corners, so if 
you’re feeling extra fancy with the scissors, you can round of the corners of the gels as well. I used Scotch gift-wrapping 
tape – the kind in the purple plaid dispenser – because it’s somewhat forgiving if you need to reposition it, and once applied 
and smoothed out is reasonably (though not completely) invisible. 

Attach the tape to the gel square as shown in the photo to
the right with the sticky side of the tape facing up.
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Ceiling Light
The next step requires a bit of patience. The gap between the chrome fixture and the clear plastic lens is fairly wide, but the 
tape will want to grab on to the lens as you slide it around. Because of the number of LED elements in this fixture, I opted to 
attach the gel to the lens rather than to the fixture itself, thus preserving the gap to maintain airflow for the lamps.

Once the gel is properly lined up with the frosted square of the 
lens, gently press the tape down on the inside of the lens. 
If you have small hands, you should be able to this with your 
finger; those with bigger hands may have to improvise a bit. 
Trim off the excess tape with scissors.
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Ceiling Light
Next, strip a bit of insulation from both the black and white wires hanging from the ceiling and securely crimp a 
blue (14-16 gauge) butt connector to each using a crimp tool as shown in the picture below. Strip some insulation 
from the wires attached to the fixture and crimp those onto the other end of the butt connectors. 

Give a little tug on each connection to make sure everything
is secure, then tuck the splice back up into the ceiling. Reattach 
the fixture with the four screws and gently replace the caps.  
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Ceiling Light
The photo below on the left shows the difference between the original light and one covered with the gel. The 
picture on the right shows the fixture re-installed with both gels in place.  Despite the appearance in the photos, 
the resulting light is not nearly as orange as it looks in person.  Also, please ventilate cabin for sleeping!   
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Over-the-Bed Reading Lights
I anticipated the over-the-bed reading lights would be among the trickier fixtures to modify because they 
contain both blue and white LEDs, and assumed that I would need to keep the gels away from the two outer 
blue lights and cover only the single center white element. As it turns out, the gels have almost no visible impact 
on the blue light whatsoever and can be placed over both. 

The clear plastic “globe” on these fixtures simply unscrews from the base and contains a small lens to focus the 
light. Remove the lens, insert a ¾” circle of gel into the top of the globe, replace the lens, and screw the globe 
back into the fixture. You can see the difference between the original and modified lights below.  
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Over-the-Counter Lights
There are two circular lights over the kitchen counter. Removing and re-installing these was more difficult than I 
anticipated and requires a bit of patience as the trim rings are slippery and don’t offer much surface area to 
grip. I avoided using pliers rs for fear of marring the plastic. The lenses use a bayonet-type mount, so you’ll need 
to twist them slightly to unlock them, then pull down to remove them.

I initially tried cutting a circular gel but found it difficult to do with any precision.
Instead, I cut a 2 ¼” square and placed it on the back side of the lens. I didn’t find it 
necessary to tape or glue the gel to the lens as it stayed put on its own. To re-install, 
carefully line up the clips on the trim ring with the slots on the fixture, insert, and twist 
to lock. Below you can see the original light on the right and the modified light on 
the left.   
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Wardrobe Light
T@B 400’s with the 2-way refrigerator have a wardrobe which has a small LED strip light just above the left side of 
the clothes rail. As this closet also contains the Alde glycol reservoir and offers access to the water pump and 
some plumbing connections, you may actually prefer the brighter, whiter light offered by the LED stock light.

If not, you can use clear ½” double-sided tape to install a strip of gel over the plastic lens. Cut a piece tape 9 
5/8” long  and a piece of gel 9 5/8” long by 5/8” wide.  Stick the tape to the light first, then peel off the plastic 
from the front of the tape.  Starting on one end and working your way down, slowly and carefully attach the gel 
to the tape.
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Bathroom Lights
Modifying the accent lights behind the storage cubbies in the bathroom is covered in the upcoming section on 
Accent Lights.

The ceiling light in the bathroom in a circular LED fixture with a plastic lens. I did not discover an easy way to 
remove this fixture without the risk of damaging the ceiling, so unfortunately, I can’t give any additional details for 
installing a gel here. 

Personally, between the accent lighting (even with the shower curtain closed), the abundance of natural light 
provided by the translucent cover of the bathroom exhaust fan, and the port hole window (depending upon the 
amount of privacy provided at your campsite!), I don’t anticipate using this light very much and when I do, I can 
live with the bright white color for now.  
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Accent Lights - Overview
The T@B 400 uses LED strip lights which are tucked behind various storage soffits to provide indirect accent 
lighting. These include the lights above and beneath the upper kitchen cabinets and/or microwave, the storage 
areas and soffits surrounding the dinette, the storage areas in the bathroom, and the “headboard” lighting 
above the bed. 

Two types of LED strips are used. The first type is a metal strip with exposed diodes set into open metal U-channels. 
In areas where the track is visible and exposed, such as the strip beneath the upper kitchen cabinets and/or 
microwave, it is covered by a frosted plastic diffuser. 

The second type is flexible rope lighting with the diodes encased in plastic, with the ropes being held in place 
with small plastic cable clamps.

In either case, the lighting gels seem to naturally cling to the LEDs. Time will tell as to whether or not colder 
temperatures, vibrations, an other environmental factors will affect this long-term. 
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Accent Lights – Kitchen Cabinets
Gently remove the friction-fit plastic diffuser strip that covers the track containing the light strip. The cover is 68” 
long and  has an inside width of 3/8”. Use your paper trimmer to make as many 3/8” strips as necessary to fill up 
the entire track, butting the adjoining strips against each other as you go.  Carefully re-install the diffuser strip with 
its gels back into the track.  
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Accent Lights – Other Areas
As previously mentioned, the rest of the accent lights fall into two basic categories: Bare rope lighting, and light 
strips set inside U-channels. 

For areas using the rope lights, I cut the strips to a width of 5/8”. For strips 
inside the channels, I cut them to a width of ½”.  I did not measure the exact 
lengths needed for the individual sections and runs, and simply cut strips as I 
went along using the paper cutter and trimming the last piece of each 
section with scissors once in place. 

The picture on the right is of the inside of the small cubby above the dinette
on the door side.  The picture below is of one of the strips in the U-channel 
showing the original lights on the left and the gel-covered lights on the right. 
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